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• Editorial for Volume 9, Edition 1 - By Editor-in-Chief

• Ambiguous Encounters: A Relational Approach to Phenomenological Research - By Linda Finlay

• Knowledge as a ‘Body Run’: Learning of Writing as Embodied Experience in accordance with Merleau-Ponty’s Theory of the Lived Body - By Eva Alerby

• Shunning the Light - By Christopher Pulte

• Husserl’s Evidence Problem - By Ulker Oktem

• Phenomenology of Consciousness in Ādi Śamkara and Edmund Husserl - By Surya Kanta Maharana
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- Editorial for Volume 9, Edition 2 - By Editor-in-Chief
- Empirical Phenomenology: A Qualitative Research Approach (The Cologne Seminars) - By Patrik Aspers
- Cloaked in the Light: Language, Consciousness, and the Problem of Description - By Christopher Pulte
- A Hermeneutic Phenomenological Approach to understanding Stress-Coping as an Existential Phenomenon Lived by Healthy Adolescents - By Renée Guimond-Plourde
- Phenomenologically researching the Lecturer-Student Teacher Relationship: Some Challenges Encountered - By David Giles
- Differentials of Light of Consciousness: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of the Experience of Vihangam Yogis - By Ravi Prakash and Colleagues
- Ten Tips for a Great Marriage according to Friedrich Nietzsche - By Skye Nettleton
- Experiencing the Marital Bed - By Michele Thompson
- Thinking, Relating and Choosing: Resolving the issue of Faith, Ethics and the Existential Responsibility - By Neil Allen Soggie
- On Being a Juror: A Phenomenological Self-Study - By Luann D. Fortune
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